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FIBRATIONSOF CLASSIFYINGSPACES
KENSHIISHIGURO AND DIETRICH NOTBOHM
Abstract. We investigate fibrations of the form Z —»Y —►
X, where two
of the three spaces are classifying spaces of compact connected Lie groups.
We obtain certain finiteness conditions on the third space which make it also a
classifying space. Our results allow to express some of the basic notions in group
theory in terms of homotopy theory, i.e., in terms of classifying spaces. As an
application we prove that every retract of the classifying space of a compact
connected Lie group is again a classifying space.

1. Introduction
In group theory one has the notions of a subgroup, i.e., a monomorphism, of
a normal subgroup, of a kernel, and of an epimorphism. Following the idea of
Rector [24] and Rector and Stasheff [26] to describe group theory or Lie group
theory from the homotopy point of view, one may look for definitions of these
notions in terms of classifying spaces. For a monomorphism, results of Quillen
[23], Dwyer and Wilkerson [6], and the second author [20] give a strong hint to
say that a map / : BH -> BG between the classifying spaces of compact Lie
groups is a monomorphism if H*(BH; Fp) is a finitely generated module over
the ring H*(BG; Fp) for any prime p. A similiar definition is already given
in [24]. The notion of a kernel is discussed in [20]. In order to find homotopy
theoretical definitions for a normal subgroup and an epimorphism, we are led
to study fibrations of classifying spaces.
Suppose two of the three spaces of a fibration are homotopy equivalent to
classifying spaces of compact connected Lie groups (at p). One might ask if
the third space is homotopy equivalent to the classifying space of a compact Lie

group (at p). There are three types of fibrations to consider:

(1) 577 —FG —X,
(2) BH-+Y -+BK,
(3) Z-^BG^BK.
We see a negative answer to each of the three types. For type (1) and type (3),
it is easy to find counterexamples; for instance, F53 -> 7750(3) -+ K(Z/2, 2)
and 52 -+ F51 —►
F53, respectively. For type (2), J. Möller pointed out to us
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that there is a fibration F53 -> Y -> F53 such that 7 e Genus(F53 x F53),
but 7 9^F53 x F53.
If the loop spaces QX and QZ satisfy certain finiteness conditions, however,
Theorem 1 and Theorem 3 stated below give the affirmative answers and provide
homotopy theoretical definitions for a normal subgroup and an epimorphism.
The finiteness conditions are automatically satisfied if the map F77 —»BG is
induced by a monomorphism, and if the map BG -* BK is induced by an
epimorphism. Theorem 2 will show that we can find a compact connected
Lie group G such that Y £ Genus(FG) ; i.e., the p-completed space Yp is
homotopy equivalent to BGp for any prime p.

Theorem 1. Suppose 77 and G are compact connected Lie groups.

(1) If F77pA
-A BG£ -» X is a fibrationfor a space X and if 77*(QX; Fp)
is finite, there is a compact connected Lie group K such that X ~ BKp .
In particular, if f is of form (Bi)p for a monomorphism i: H -*
G, then 77 is a normal subgroup of G, and hence the given fibration

BHa Jf<^

BGa _^ x is equivaient t0 BH£ -» BG$ -» B(G/H)$ .

(2) If BH -» BG -» X is a fibration for a space X whose loop space is homotopy equivalent to a finite CW-complex, there is a compact connected

Lie group K such that X ~ BK.
Theorem 2. Suppose 77 and K are compact connected Lie groups.
( 1) If BHp —>Y —>BKp is a fibration for some space Y, there is a compact
connected Lie group G such that Y ~ BGp .
(2) If BH -* Y -> BK is a fibration for some space Y, there is a compact
connected Lie group G such that Y e Genus(FG) .
To state a result in the third case we need to consider unstable Adams op-

erations y/p : BGp—*BGP , where G is a compact connected Lie group. We
k
i
denote the homotopy fiber of y/p by F((?, pk) and call it an Adams fiber of ptype. If G is simply-connected and simple, we call F(G; pk) a special Adams
fiber. As shown in Proposition 5.2, the Adams fiber is always homotopy equivalent to a CH^-complex of finite type and p-complete. When G is a torus, it
is clear that the Adams fiber is the classifying space of a finite abelian p-group.
However, a special Adams fiber is never the completion of a classifying space
of a compact Lie group (Proposition 5.2).

Theorem 3. Suppose G and K are compact connected Lie groups.

(1) Let Z ^ F(?p M BK£ be a fibration.If H*(QZ;Z$)®Q is a finitedimensional Qp -vector space, there is a compact Lie group T and special

Adamsfibers Fi,..., Fr of p-type such that Z ~ Fr^ x FJi-i F . If, in
addition, H*(QZ;FP) is finite, then Z ~ BT£ . In particular, if f ~
(Bp)£ for a homomorphism p : G —►
K, then p is an epimorphism.

(2) Let Z -> BG -> BK be a fibration. If 77*(fíZ ; Q) is a finite-dimensional Q-vector space, there exists a compact Lie group F and special

Adamsfibers F¡, 1 < i < s, such that Z ~ BT x FJ/=1F • If ŒZ is
homotopy equivalent to a finite CW-complex, then Z ~ Fr.
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According to these results we suggest the following definitions: A map F77 ->
BG or F77A -» BG£ is called normal if there exists a fibration BH ^ BG ^
X or F77A -* BGp --> X such that X satisfies the finiteness conditions of
Theorem 1. A map BG —yBK or BGp —>FÄTAis called a vmzÄ:epimorphism

if there exists a fibration Z -+ BG -^ BK or Z-> FGp -♦ FATAsuch that
H*(Q.Z ; Q) is a finite-dimensional Q-module or that 77*(QZ ; 1p) ® Q is a
finite-dimensional QA-module, respectively. If QZ is equivalent to a finite
CIF-complex or if in addition 77*(QZ ; Fp) is finite then the map is called an
epimorphism.
Our key result to prove the Theorems 1, 2, and 3 comes from observation
of the following fibrations. Suppose n is a finite p-subgroup of a compact Lie

group G such that n0(G) is a p-group. We consider the fibrations Bit-—
BGp —►
X where i : n -* G is the inclusion and X is a 1-connected space. The
space X is 1-connected if and only if the quotient space G/n is connected.
If 7T is a normal subgroup of G, then Bit -» BG -> B(G/n) is a fibration.
Moreover, if this fibration is nilpotent, it is preserved by p-completion. The
following shows that this is the only case.
Theorem 4. Suppose n is a finite p-subgroup of a compact Lie group G suchthat
i d :\ A

7to(C7)is a p-group. Let i :n -> G be the inclusion. If Bit-p-+ BG£ -* X is
a fibration for a simply-connected space X, then n is a normal subgroup of G.
In particular, if G is connected, then n is a central subgroup of G.

The idea of the proofs of our main results is the following: We have to
consider fibrations whose fibers are given by the classifying space F77 of a
compact connected Lie group 77. Using StashefFs result [27] fibrations of this
type are classified by maps into BHE(BH), which is the classifying space of
the monoid of self-equivalences of F77. The space HE(BHp) is calculated by
Jackowski, McClure, and Oliver [11, 12]. There exists a complete description of
the components, and after completion they prove that for any self-equivalence
/ : F77 —►
BH the mapping space map(F77, F77)^ is homotopy equivalent to
BZ(H), where Z(77) denotes the center of 77. This allows to get our hands

on fibrations with fiber F77.
It is well known that for a compact connected Lie group G, there is a covering
«g —»G —yG such that G = Gs x T is a product of a simply-connected Lie
group Gs and a torus T, and that ac is a finite central subgroup of G. We
call etc —►
G —►
G a universal finite covering of G. If G is semisimple, then it
is the universal covering of G in the usual sense.
Given a fibration, we can find another fibration involved with a universal

finite covering. We will first discuss this kind of fibration and then deduce to
the original fibration using Theorem 4. For example, in our proof of Theorem
1, we will consider the following homotopy commutative diagram:

F77' -►

I
F7Í -►

BG -►

I
FC7 -►

X

I
X
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First we find K such that X ~ BK. Theorem 4 then provides K with X ~

BK.
We have another application of Theorem 4. Suppose X is a retract of the
/^-completed space BGp , where G is a compact connected Lie group. The first
author showed [10] that there is a compact Lie group K such that X ~ BKp .
Our result is the uncompleted version of this result.

Theorem 5. Suppose G is a compact connected Lie group. A retract of BG is
homotopy equivalent to a classifying space BK for some compact connected Lie
group K.
The group K in this theorem, however, need not be a subgroup of G. We
will give such an example in §6.
This paper consists of six more sections. Each of the next five sections contains the proof of one of the above theorems. Section 2 is devoted to the discussion of normal p-subgroups of compact Lie groups; i.e., for a finite p-subgroup
n of a connected Lie group G there exists a fibration Bn -» BG -> X. In
particular Theorem 4 is proved in this section. Theorem 2 is proved in §3 and
Theorem 1 in §4. In §5 the study of Adams fibers leads to a proof of Theorem
3. Retracts of classifying spaces are discussed in §6. Some results about mapping spaces of classifying spaces of connected Lie groups are contained in the
Appendix, §7. These results are used in the proofs of our main theorems.
The work in this paper was done when the first author visited SFB 170 in
Göttingen in 1991-92. He wishes to express his gratitude for their hospitality.

2. Normal ^-subgroups of connected

Lie groups

In this section we will prove Theorem 4 and some other results about fibrations of type Bn —>BG —>X. To prove Theorem 4 we need the following

lemma.
Lemma 2.1. Suppose Z is a subgroup of N and N is a subgroup of a group
G.IfZ
is normal in G and N/Z is a normal subgroup of the quotient group
G/Z, then N is a normal subgroup of G.
Proof. Suppose x E N and xZ £ N/Z . For any g £ G we see that g(xZ)g~l
= vZ for some y £ N, since N/Z is a normal subgroup of G/Z . Since Z is
normal in G, it follows that g(xZ)g~l = gxg~lZ.
Consequently gxg~l £
yZ c N. Therefore N is a normal subgroup of G. D

Proof of Theorem 4. Let Z(n) denote the center of the finite p-group n and
let ; : Z(n) -* it be the inclusion. Notice here that the quotient space G/n
is connected, because the space X is 1-connected. Since no(G) is a p-group,
Gflip —»Blip —>BGp is, as the completion of a fibration, again a fibration
[4]. The loop space QX is modp equivalent to the finite connected CWcomplex G/n. Thus, by the Sullivan conjecture [14], the evaluation induces
an equivalence map(BZ(n), X)o es X between the component of the constant
map and X. We have the homotopy commutative diagrams of fibrations:
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mapt(BZ(n),

Bn)Bj

-►

map(BZ(n),

I

Bn)Bj

-►

Bn

1

map,(BZ(n),BG£)Bi

-►

I

map(BZ(n), BG$)Bi -=-»

I

1

map»(FZ(7t),X)o

-y

BG$

I

map(BZ(n), X)0

—^

X

Here ev denotes an evaluation map and induces a homotopy equivalence in
ev

the top and bottom rows. Consequently map(BZ(n), BGp)B¡BGp is homotopy equivalent. Let Cg(Z(n)) denote the centralizer of Z(n) in G. Then

BCG(Z(n))$ ~ map(BZ(n),BG$)Bi by [7]. Since the map BCG(Z(n))$ -»
BGp is a homotopy equivalence and 7To(C7)is a p-group, a result of Mislin
and Thévenaz [15] shows Z(n) is central in G. Thus we obtain the homotopy
commutative diagrams of fibrations associated with Z(n) —yG -» G/Z(n) :

BZ(n)

-y

4-

Bn

BZ(n)

-►

*

->

X

4-4-

-y

4,

BG£
4-4*

B(n/Z(n)) -y

B(G/Z(n))£ -►

X

Because the composition BZ(n) —yBG -+ X is nullhomotopic, the right arrow
in the bottom fibration exists [9]. Notice that the fibration B(n/Z(n)) —y
B(G/Z(n))p —>X satisfies the assumption of this theorem. Repeating the same
procedure, we obtain a sequence of fibrations:

Bn

-y

B(n/Z(n))

-►

4*

!

-y

X

B(G/Z(n))£ -y

X

4-

->

4,

*

FGp

I

4-

-►

I

-►

X

4-4'

-►

BGp

where G is a suitable quotient group. Since a finite /»-group has a nontrivial
center, the fibre of the bottom fibration is contractible. Using Lemma 2.1, an
inductive argument shows that n is a normal subgroup of G. D
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Corollary 2.2. Suppose n is a finite subgroup of a compact connected Lie group
Hi

G. If Bn —►BG -»I

is a fibration, then n is central in G.

Proof. The exact sequence of homotopy groups implies that n isabelianand X
is 1-connected. Since the fibration is nilpotent, it is preserved by p-completion.
Notice that (Bn)p = Bnp, where np is a p-Sylow subgroup of n, and that
X is p-equivalent to the finite complex G/n. Theorem 4 shows that for any
p the p-Sylow subgroup of n is normal in G. Since G is connected, np is
central in G. Consequently, n is central in G. D
Remark. If there is a fibration Bn ^i BG -> X, then the loop space QX is
homotopy equivalent to the quotient space G/n . This means that G/n admits
a loop space structure that makes the quotient map G —»G/n deloopable.
However we point out that G/n can have a loop structure even if n is not
central. In fact, there is a compact Lie group which is homotopy equivalent
to G/n such that n is not central in G. Such an example is given by the
following. Let / : Z/k -> U(n) be the monomorphism which sends x E Z/k
to the diagonal unitary n x n matrix diag(x, 1, ... , 1). Then U(n)/Z/k is
homeomorphic to SU(n) x Sl, and Z/k is not a central subgroup of U(n) for

n > 2.
We will discuss the mod p version of Corollary 2.2. In this case, the finite
subgroup n need not be abelian. Our result will show, however, that n must
be p-nilpotent. Casacuberta shows [5] that n is p-nilpotent if and only if
(Bn)p ~ Bnp , where np is a p-Sylow subgroup of n .

In [9] the kernel ker(/) of a map / : BG -> X is defined. This is the
set of all elements g E NpTg in the p-toral Sylow subgroup NpTq of G,
which generates a finite p-group (g), such that f\s(g) is nullhomotopic. Under
certain finiteness conditions

on the space X,

ker(/)

is a normal subgroup of

NPTG [20]. In particuliar, if (p, \WG\)= 1, ker(/) is an abelian group.
The following observation, formulated as a lemma, is needed for later purpose. The proof is obvious.
Lemma 2.3. Suppose the following diagram of groups is commutative:

77—Ê-» G
q"{

77-ÍU

[qG

G

where the vertical homomorphisms are surjective. If the image y/(H) is normal
in G, then y/(H) is normal in G. (This result holds when "normal" is replaced

by "centrar.)
Theorem 2.4. Suppose n is a finite subgroup of a compact connected Lie group

G. If (Bn)£ -^-» (BG)£ -A X is a fibration, thefollowinghold:
(1) The finite group n is p-nilpotent.
(2) Its p-Sylow subgroup np is central in G.
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Proof. Notice that if np is a p-Sylow subgroup of n, then np is a subgroup
of Ker/ [20]. We need to consider four cases.
Case 1. G is simple, \W(G)\ = 0 mod p except that G ¿ G2 and p = 3
In this case, according to results of [9, 10], we see np is a central subgroup of
G. Suppose N(np) denotes the normalizer in n . Using Swan's theorem [28]
we can show that

77*(Ftt ; Fp) £ H*(BN(np) ; Fp) S H*(Bnp ; Vp)N^)fn' £ H*(Bnp ; Fp) .
Therefore (Bn); ~ Bnp .
Case 2. \W(G)\ ^ 0 mod p. Notice that np is abelian. We claim that np
is trivial. If np was nontrivial, we would find a nontrivial subgroup Z/p c np .
We consider the diagram associated with map(BZ/p, -).
map(BZ/p,

(Bn)£)Bj -►

i

(Bn)1;

I

map(BZ/p,BG$)Bi

-►

i

BG$

1

map(BZ/p, X)o

-►

X

By Proposition 7.4, map(BZ/p, (Bn)£)Bj ~ BCn(Z/p)£ , therefore the top arrow is rationally homotopy equivalent. The bottom arrow is a homotopy equivalence. Because (p, \WG\)= 1, the subgroup Z/p -U G is not central, and
BCG(i) -y BG is rationally not a homotopy equivalence. This is a contradiction and implies the desired result.
Case 3. G = G2 and p = 3 From [9], we see that n3 is a subgroup of
Z/3. Note that map(FZ/3, (BG2)$)Bi ~ F5C/(3)A . If n3 = Z/3, a diagram
analogous to the above produces a contradiction. Consequently, n3 is trivial.
Case 4. G is any compact connected Lie group. Let aG -+ (7 —►
C7 be a
universal finite covering of C7. The group extension aG -* ñ -+ 71 induced
by the monomorphism i: : n —y G is central. Consequently the fibration
BaG —yBn—yßn is nilpotent, and is preserved by ¿»-completion. We have
the homotopy commutative diagram:

(BaG)£ -►
4-

(Bñ); -►

1
(Bn); -►

(Fac)P -y

*

4-4-

(BG); -y

X

il.
(BG); -y

X

Suppose G = ÍT, Gi where each G¡ is either a simply-connected simple Lie

group or a torus. Let Ga = fT; Gj with \W(Gj)\£0

mod p or Gj = G2 and

p = 3. If g : G —►
C7a is the projection and np is a p-Sylow subgroup of
ñ, an argument analogous to the ones used in Case 2 and Case 3 shows that
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q(ñp) = 1. Hence ñp is central. This implies that (Bñ); ~ Bnp . Since c*g is
abelian, we see (BaG); ~ B(aG)p . Therefore (Bn); cs Bnp . Finally we see np
is central by Lemma 2.3. D
Theorem 2.4 is also true if the total space of the fibration is BO(n). We note
that the orthogonal group 0(n) is disconnected and that the center of 0(n) is
isomorphic to the finite group Z/2.
Corollary 2.5. Suppose n is a finite subgroup of an orthogonal group 0(n). If
fíi
Bn —y BO(n) -* X is a nilpotent fibration, then n is central in 0(n).

Proof. Notice that (Bn); -> BO(n); -> X'£ is a fibration for any p. We recall

that if n = 2m or 2m + 1 and p is odd, then BO(n); = BSO(2m + I);
[3]. Hence the ^-Sylow subgroup np is trivial by Theorem 2.4. According
to Theorem 4, we see that n = n2 is normal in O(n), and hence central in

O(n).

D
3. Fibrations

of type F77 -►Y -> BK

Proof of Theorem 2. (1) Let a* —►
K —yK be a universal finite covering of the
compact connected Lie group K. We consider the diagram:
*

-►

I

BaK;

-►

I

BaK;

I

F77pA-y

Y

-►

BK£

F77A -►

Y

-►

FFA

where Y is the pullback. The middle horizontal fibration is classified by a map
FFA -♦ F(77F(F7/pA)) [27]. This map lifts to F(577F(F77A)). Since 77 is
connected, we see F(577F(F77A)) ~ B2(Z(H)); [12]. Taking a self-covering
of F , if necessary, we may assume the classifying map of the fibration is trivial.
Consequently Y ~ F(77 x K); and Y ~ (F(77 x K)/aK)$ by Theorem 4.
(2) We have the following diagram analogous to (1):
*

->

I
F77 -►

I
F77 -►

Buk -►

I
Y -►

I
Y -►

Bax

I
BK

I
BK

Since (B2Z(H)); is contractible for large prime p, taking a suitable finite selfcovering of K, we can assume that the p-completion of the middle horizontal
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fibration F77A —->Y* —yBK£ is trivial at any prime p . Consequently 7pA~

F(77 x K); at any p. Thus YpA
~ BG; for any p if G = (77 x K)/aK . D

4. Fibrations of the type F77 -+ BG -* X
This section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 1.
Proof of Theorem 1. (1) First we assume the compact connected Lie group G is
semisimple. We claim that 77 is semisimple. If not, the Serre spectral sequence

of the fibration G; -►QX -> F77A with coefficientsin Q would tell us that
Hl(ÇlX; Q) = 0 and 772(QX; Q) ^ 0. This is a contradiction, since QX is
a mod/? finite 7/-space and 77*(QX; Q) = /\qA(x2kl+x, ..., x2kn+i) an exterior
algebra generated by odd degree elements.
Next we will show that there is a compact connected semisimple Lie group K
such that X ~ BKp . Let a be the kernel of the homomorphism n2(BG;) —y
n2(X). If ß := n2(BG;) and y := n2(X), we obtain the homotopy commutative diagram:

Ba

-►

Bß -►

-+■

F

By

4-4-

-y

BÖ; -►

4-

F77A-►

X

4*

4-

bg;-►

X

where G is a universal covering of G, where X is the homotopy fibre of the
map X -y K(n2X, 2) whose induced homomorphism on the second homotopy
group is isomorphic, and where F is the homotopy fibre of the induced map
BG; -»1.
We claim here that F ~ (BH'); for some semisimple Lie group

77'. If S = n2(BHp), then we have the homotopy commutative diagram:

* -y

1
Ba -►

BÔ -—->

I
F

1

i

Fa -y

F

Bô

1
-►

F77A

I
-►

F77A

where 77 is a universal covering of 77, and F is the pullback. The middle
horizontal fibration Ba^ F —+BHp is characterized, according to StashefFs
theorem [27], by a map BHp -* B(HE(Ba)).

Since 77 is semisimple, the
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space F77A is 3-connected. Hence the characteristic map is trivial, and we see
F ~B(ax H); . Thus F ~ B((a x H)/ô); . Let 77' = (a x H)/6 . Since F is
1-connected, the Lie group 77' is connected. We next claim that the fibration
F ~ (BH'); -> BG; -> X is trivial. The fibration is characterized by a map

X - BHE(BH';) [27], which lifts to BSHE(BH';) ~ B2Z(H'); [12] and is
therefore nullhomotopic, since X is 2-connected. Here 577F( ) denotes the
component of the identity of 77F( ). It follows that X is a retract of FGA. A
result of [10] implies X ~ FFA for some subgroup ¿ of G, where K = fT, F,,
a product group of 1-connected simple Lie groups. Since H*(ÇIX;FP) is finite,
using the Sullivan conjecture we can show that the map By —»FFA is induced
by a monomorphism y -* K. If F is the quotient group K/y, Theorem 4
implies X ~ FFA .
Suppose / = (Bi); for a monomorphism i: H -* G. We will show i(H)<G
using some results in §7. Notice that we now have the following homotopy
commutative diagram:

F77A -^U
4*

F7/A -^->

BG; —¡—^ FFA
4*

4*

BG; -►

FFA

where i is a lifted homomorphsim of Lie groups. We need a general result about maps between classifying spaces of simple Lie groups. Suppose G'
and K' are 1-connected compact simple Lie groups. If both homotopy sets
[(BG'); , (BK');] and [(BK');, (BG');] are nontrivial, then (BG); is homotopy equivalent to (BK'); . This is a consequence of the following two results:
(1) [(BG);, B(K');] ¿ 0 implies that rank(G') < rank(F') and that the Weyl

group W(G') is a subgroup of W(K'),[l].

(2) [BSp(n)$, FSpin(2« + l)£] = 0

for n > 3, [9]. Since FFA is a retract of BÖ; , each (BK¡); is also a retract
of BG;. By Proposition 7.1, for each i, we can find a factor subgroup Gj,
of G such that r\ ~
: (BGjt); —»(FF¡)A is a homotopy equivalence. Let

Gk = Ylj Gji , the product of such subgroups of G, and let Gh be the product
of the rest of factor subgroups of G so that G = Gh*Gk ■ Since the restricted
map r\ ~ A is a homotopy equivalence, we see i(H) = Gn. Consequently

i (H) is a normal subgroup of G. Lemma 2.3 implies that 77 < G is a normal
subgroup. This finishes the proof of part (1) for G semisimple.
Now we prove (1) for the general case. For a compact connected Lie group
G, we can find a group extension Gs —>G —►
Tg , where Gs is semisimple
and Tg is a torus (for details see, for example, [19]). Note that H2(BTg ; Z) =

772(FG; Z) and hence Tg = K(H2(BG ; Z), I). If H' is the kernel of the composite homomorphsim

diagram:

H —yG —>Tg , we obtain the homotopy commutative
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(BH');

-►

(bgs);

4,

F77A

x

4-

-y

BG;

4,

B(H/H');

-►

4'

-►

X

4^

-y

K(H2(BG;Z),2);
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4-

-►

K(H2(X;Z), 2)

Since Gs is semisimple, we see X ~ (BK'); for some compact connected
Lie group K'. Since 77/77' is a torus, we see that F(772(X; Z), 2) is the pcompletion of the classifying space of some torus. Theorem 2 shows X ~ BKp
for some compact connected Lie group K.
Suppose / = (Bi); . Let aG -» G -> G be a universal finite covering, where
G = Gs x Tg is a product of a simply-connected Lie group Gs and a torus
7^. (Warning: Gs and Fg can be different from Gg and Tg respectively.)
For suitable universal finite coverings Hs x Th -►77 and G5 xTg -* G, Lie
theory provides a homomorphism i: HsxTf¡ —>Gsx Tg such that the following
diagram of Lie groups commutes:

77*x Th ——y Gs x Tg

I
77

I
—Í—+

G

Let H = Hs x Th. The above diagram induces the following homotopy
commutative diagram:

F7fA -^-»

FGA -►

FF'£

F77A -i^L

FGp -►

BKA

for a suitable compact connected Lie group K'. By Proposition 7.1 we see that
i must be a product homomorphism: /' = /'* x it : Hs x Th —yGs x Tg. We
can show that is : Hs -» Gs is a monomorphism, and is(Hs) < Gs, since Gs is
semisimple. Consequently i(Hs x Th) <GS x Tg . Lemma 2.3 implies that ¿(77)

is a normal subgroup of G, which completes the proof of (1) in the general
case.
(2) We will prove the uncompleted version of (1). The argument is analogous
to the /7-adic case. Again we first assume G is semisimple. Likewise to the p-
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adic case, we obtain the following diagram:
Bn -►

B(nxG) -►

B(n2X)

4-4-

4-

F77' -►

BG

-►

X

4-4-

4-

F77 -►

BG

-y

X

where n is a suitable finite abelian group. The fibration BH' —>BG —»X is

trivial at any prime p. Thus, for each prime p, there is a subgroup K(p) of G
such that X ~ BK(p); . If TH<and T~ are maximal tori, there is an induced
map B(T~/Th>) -* X, since the composition BTh> -* BT~ -* BG -* X is
nullhomotopic [9]. For each p, the induced map provides a maximal torus after
/7-adic completion, because Xa ~ BK(p); . Therefore, the homotopy fiber of
the map B(T~/TH>) -> X is simply-connected and the modp cohomology and
rational cohomology look like the cohomology of a finite complex. Moreover,

X and B(T~/THi) have the same rank. This means that BT~/TH< -»I is
integrally a maximal torus in the sense of [21].
Next we will show that the space X has a genus type of one of the FF(p)'s.
In fact, we can take p = 2 ; i.e., X e Genus(FF(2)).
Suppose ap : X* ->
BK(p) is the homotopy equivalence. We see the following equivalences:

77*(X; QA) = H*(BK(p);QA) S H*(BT(p);QA)W{¿{p))
for any p. Here f(p) is a maximal torus of the Lie group K(p), and W(K(p))
is the Weyl group. If T~ is a maximal torus of X, there is a map a'p : BT~; —y
BT(p); such that the following diagram commutes up to homotopy:

x;

-a_> bk(p);

]
bt~;

,
-^

î
bt(p);

[21]. Consequently all of the QA-representations of the Weyl groups W(K(p))
are equivalent each other. Here we need the following fact. Suppose Kx and
K2 are products of a torus and simply-connected simple Lie groups. If the
rational representaion of W(KX) is equivalent to that of W(K2), then the
classifing space FFi is p-equivalent to BK2 for any odd prime p. One can
show this by using the classification of simply-connected simple Lie groups,
since W(KX) £ W(K2) implies Kx = K2 up to Sp(n) and Spin(2« + 1).
Consequently Xa ~ BK(p); ~ FF(2)£ for p odd. Since X has a maximal
torus, a result of Notbohm and Smith [22] shows that X ~ BK(2). Therefore
X ~ BK if K = K(2)/n2X.
In the general case, using a group extension
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Gs -y G —yTg , we obtain the homotopy commutative diagram

577'

-►

BGS -►

4-

F77

4-

-►

4-

BG -►

4-

4-

B(H/H') -►

BK

X
4*

BTg -y

K(H2(X; Z), 2)

We can show that X has a maximal torus. By Theorem 2, there exists a compact
connected Lie group K' such that X £ Genus(FF') and hence, X ~ BK for
a suitable compact connected Lie group K [18]. D

5. Fibrations

of type Z -y BG —yBK

In this section we prove Theorem 3. First we have to investigate Adams fibers,
which were defined, in the introduction, as the homotopy fibers of unstable
Adams operations. Let G be a compact connected Lie group and aG -» G -^ G
a universal finite cover of G, where G = Gs x T is a product of a simplyconnected Lie group Gs and a torus T. Note that Gs = FT,-G a product of
simple simply-connected Lie groups G,. An unstable Adams operation t//r :
BG; -> BG; of degree r £ ZA gives rise to a diagram

bg;

(*)

bJ

-*-►bg;
BQg

bg; -ïu bg;
The map y/r exists if and only if r is a p-adic unit or p is coprime to the
order of the Weyl group WG [29, 30, 8]. The homotopy fiber F(G, r) of y/r
is nontrivial if r = pku, where m is a unit and k > 1. Thus, F(G, r) ~

F(G,pk).

If k > 1, then (p, \WG\)= 1 and BqG : BÖ; - BG; is an

equivalence. This means that both Adams fibers F(G,pk) and F(G,pk) are
equivalent. Moreover, F(G, pk) ~ \[¡F(Gi, pk) x B(Z/pk)n , where n is the
dimension of T. This proves the following lemma:

Lemma 5.1. Adams fibers of p-type are homotopy equivalent to a finite product
of special Adams fibers of p-type and of the classifying space of a finite abelian
p-group.

Let F be the homotopy fiber of the completion map BG —yBG;.

The

homotopy groups of F are uniquely p-divisible. An Adams operation y/p
induces an equivalence y/p : E => E. Therefore, in the commutative diagram
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of fibrations

*

-►

4-

F

-►

F

4-4'
pk

(**)

F

-y

BG ^

~-l
F(G,pk)

BG

I t I
—^ bg;

-¿

bg;

the map F -> F (G, pk) is an equivalence. We use this equivalence to calculate
the cohomology of Adams fibers. If (p, \WG\) = 1, the modp cohomology
and the p-adic cohomology of BG are polynomial, denoted by H*(BG; Fp) =
Fp[xx, ... ,x„] and 77*(BG; ZA) £ z;[xx,... ,x„], where x¡ has degree 2r,-.
It follows that

H*(G;Fp)^A¥p(yx,...,yn)

and 77*(G; Z£) * AZA(y,, ... , y„),

which are exterior algebras with generators y, of degree 2r, - 1. We use the
same notation for the generators.

Proposition 5.2. Let k > 1 and (p, \WG\)= 1.
(1) F(G,pk)
(2)

isa p-complete CW-complex of finite type.

H*(F(G,pk)

; Z) 2 Z[xx,...,

xn]/(pkr'Xi : I < i < n) ,

where (pkrix¡ : 1 < i < n) is the ideal generated by the elements pkrix¡.

(3)
H*(F(G,pk) ; Fp) £ 77*(G; Fp) ® H*(BG; Fp)
S AVp(yx, ... , y„) ® Z//?[xi, ... , x„] .

as algebras. The Steenrod operations PJ', j > 1, act trivially on y, and
in the obvious way on H*(BG;FP). For the r¡th order Bockstein ßn
we have #.,(y;) = x,.

(4)
H*(£lF(G,pk) ; Fp) S 77*(QG; Fp) ® 77*(G; Fp)
as algebras. In particuliar, 77*(QF(G, pk); Fp) is not finite and
QF(G,pk) is not equivalent to a finite CW-complex.

(5) If F(G,pk)

is a special Adams fiber, i.e., G is simple and simply-

connected, then F(G, pk) is not homotopy equivalent to the p-adic completion of the classifying space of a compact Lie group .
Proof. For G a torus of dimension n , F(G, pk) ~ B(Z/pk)n . Some straightforward and easy calculations prove everything in this case. Therefore, we only
have to prove the statements for simply-connected Lie groups. For abbreviation,

we define F := F(G, pk).
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Part (1) follows from the diagram (**). In order to calculate the cohomology
we consider the diagram

G -y

F -y

BG

Il I '-'1
G -► * -y

BG .

For both /7-adic and mod-p cohomology, in the Serre spectral sequence of the
bottom fibration the generators y; are mapped on x, by the transgression. In
mod/? cohomology, y/p induces the trivial map and the spectral sequences
of the top row collapses. In p-adic cohomology, y/p *(x¡) = pk'lX\ and the
generators of H*(G;FP) are mapped on pkr>xt by the transgression in the
spectral sequence of the top row. This shows that the isomorphism in (2) and
(3) are isomorphisms of algebras. Because the reduced cohomology is pure
torsion, we can deal with ZA instead of Z as coefficients.
In integral cohomology the class x¡ generates a cyclic group of order pkr¡.
We see that ßfi(y{) = x¡. To calculate the action of the Steenrod powers we
look at the mod/? Serre spectral sequence of the fibration F —>BG -» BG.
The elements y¡ £ H*(F;FP) are transgressive and mapped onto x¡ + decomposables. Let us assume that Pj(y¡) ^ 0. Then PJ(y¡) is transgressive.
Because (p, \WG\) = 1, we have p > r¡ for all i. In particuliar PJ(y¡) is a
sum of products of elements. Each summand contains at least one y¡ as factor. Hence, some differential of degree less than max(2r,) acts nontrivially on
PJ'(y¡) >which is a contradiction.
Statement (4) follows by similiar considerations. 77*(QG; Fp) = 0(.Z)[z,-] is
the tensor algebra of division algebras generated by classes z, in degree 2r, - 2.
We also have a diagram of fibrations

QG -► QF -y

G

Il I A
QG -y

* -► G .

In the Serre spectral sequence for mod-/? cohomology of the bottom row all
generators z, are transgressive. Hence the spectral sequence for the top row
collapses. This proves the first part of (4). The second part of (4) follows from

the fact that 77*(QG; Fp) is not finite.
Finally, let T be a compact Lie group , such that F(G, pk) ~ BY; . Then,
T contains a nontrivial element of order pl, I > 1, which gives a subgroup
Z/p' c T. The composition BZ/pl -> BY; ~ F(G;pk) -» BG; lifts to BG
and is induced by a homomorphism p : Z/p1 -» G [7]. By [23], H*(BZ/pl ; Fp)
is a finitely generated H*(BY; Fp)-module, and, by (3), a finitely generated
H*(BG; Fp)-module. Thus, p is a monomorphism [23]. Because y/p oBp is
nullhomotopic, I < k. In particuliar, T is a finite group. Otherwise we would
find elements of order p1 for every / £ N. Now we choose 1=1,
i.e., we
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restrict to the subgroup Z/p c Z/p1. We get a diagram of fibrations

map(BZ/p,BT;)Bi

—► map(BZ/p, BG;)Bp -Z-U map(BZ/p, BG;)comt
ev{

by; - bg;

-^

bg;

By [7] and Proposition 7.4,
map(BZ/p, Br;)Bi ~ BCT(Z/p); ,

map(BZ/p, BG;)Bp ~ BCG(p)$.

The right vertical arrow is a homotopy equivalence. The left vertical arrow is
rationally a homotopy equivalence, because T is a finite group. The homotopy
fiber of (y/p )* is connected and given by map(BZ/p, BT;)Bi. If G is simple
and simply-connected, the subgroup Z/p1 c G is not central, since (p, \WG\)=
1. The centralizer CG(Z/p) is connected, of maximal rank, WCg(z/P)c Wg
is a proper subgroup [19]. Hence, BCG(p) -» BG is not a rational homotopy
equivalence. This is a contradiction and finishes the proof. D

Let G and K be compact connected Lie groups and let Z —►
BG; —►BKA

be a fibration such that 77*(QZ; Zp) ® Q is a finite QA-module. As a finitely
generated connected Hopf algebra, 77*(QZ ; ZA) ® Q = Aqa (y!, ... , yr) is an

exterior algebras generated by classes y, of degree 2/¡ - 1. The functor ®ZQ
is exact. The spectral sequence for p-adic cohomology of a fibration gives a
spectral sequence converging to 77*( ; ZA) ® Q. Therefore, 77*(Z ; ZA) ® Q =
Qa[jci , ... , xr] is a polynomial algebra generated by the classes x¡ of degree
2/¡. Because F G and BK are rationally homotopy equivalent to a product of even-dimensional Eilenberg-Mac Lane spaces, the spectral sequence for

77*( ; ZA)®Q of the fibration Z -> FG£ -> FFA collapses and H*(BG; Z/p)
® Q s 77*(Z ; ZA)® 77*(FF ; ZA)® Q. This implies that H*(BK£ ; ZA)® Q -»
H*(BG; ; ZA)<8>Qis a monomorphism and has a left inverse as map of algebras.
By [2] or [21], the map / : BG; -* FFA gives rise to a commutative diagram
BTG; -£♦ ßF^

I

1

FGP -^

FFA .

Passing to cohomology we obtain

77*(FFGp;Z;)®qJ^î

H*(BTK; ; ZA)® Q
.

H*(BG;-z;)®Q SBy [1], there exists a homomorphism
iant.

î

H*(BK£;Z;)®q .

WG-> W^ such that /^ is J*c-equivar-
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Now we assume that both G = Gs x T and K = Ks x S are products of a
simply-connected Lie group Gs or Ks and a torus T or 5. Moreover, Gs =
FT,G; and Ks = fT, ^/ are products of simple simply-connected Lie groups G,
or Kj . By the proof of Proposition 7.1, Gs = Gx x G2 and T = Tx x T2 such
that / factors over BG2; x BT2; . This establishes the diagram

bg; ~ bgx; x bg2; x btx; x bt2;

M

I

bk£

_ II

BG2; x BT2;

M

BK£ .

The map J : BG2; x BT2; -» FFA induces an isomorphism in 77*( ; ZA)®Qcohomology. Therefore, T2 = S and G2 and Ks are of the same rational type,
i.e the classifying spaces are rationally equivalent. Spin(2n + 1) and Sp(n),
n > 3 are the only nonisomorphic simple simply-connected Lie grous of the
same rational type. Actually, FSpin(2« + 1)A~ BSp(n); for odd primes, and
there are no essential maps FSpin(2n + 1) -» BSp(n), and vice versa, with
n > 3 [9]. Thus, if we replace Spin(2n + 1) by Sp(n) for odd primes, we can
assume that G2 = Ks as Lie groups.

Self-maps of BK ~ BKSxBS, Ks = fT. Kj, are analysed in [12]. The result
implies that
/ ~ o o I Y\ Baj o ejj o y/r' \ x At .
a permutes equivalent factors of Ks, aj is an outer automorphism, e is
an exceptional isogeny, which is always a mod/? equivalence if it occurs [1],
dj £ {0, 1} , i//rJ is an unstable Adams operation of degree r¡ e Za , and AT is
a self map of BSp . Therefore, the homotopy fiber hofib(/) of / is equivalent
to a product Y[¡FixBn of special Adams fibers F, of p-type and the classifying
space Bn of a finite abelian p-group. F, is the homotopy fiber of i//r' and Bn
the homotopy fiber of At .
We summarize these considerations in the following proposition, which is a
special case of Theorem 3. Two compact connected Lie groups G and 77 are
said to have the same p-adic type if BG; ~ F77A.

Proposition 5.3. Let G and K be product groups of a simply-connected Lie
group and a torus.

(1) Let Z -^ BG; -A FFA be a fibration such that 77*(QZ ; ZA)<g>
Q is a
finite-dimensional Q; -vector space. Then, G = G' x G", such that G"
and K have the same p-adic type. Moreover, there exist a finite number
of special Adams fibers F, of p-type and a finite abelian p-group n such

that
Z~BG';xY[FjxBn
i

.

(2) Let Z -y BG -^ BK be a fibration such that 7/"*(QZ;Q) is a finitedimensional Q-vector space. Then G = G'xG" and G" = K. Moreover,
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there exist a finite number of special Adams fibers F, and a finite abelian
group n such that

Z-FG'xJjF,xBn.
Proof. There is something left to prove. The above considerations show that
G = G x G" such that G" and K have the same p-adic type. Moreover, the
map / splits over BG"; . This yields a diagram

bg;

bg;

bg;

BK£

bg";

BK£

where F ~ FT,F¡ x Bn . Here, F, is a special Adams fiber of p-type and n a
finite abelian p-group. The middle vertical fibration is trivial and establishes
an equivalence Z ~ BG'; x F, which proves (1).
The above considerations are also applicable to the uncompleted version.
This completes the proof. G
Now we are prepared for the proof of Theorem 3.
f BK be a fibration, such that
bg;
77*(QZ ; ZA)® Q is a finite-dimensional |A-vector space. We can choose uniQa
G and aK —yK -**-»K such that / lifts
versal finite coverings aG —

Proof of Theorem 3. Let Z

to a map / : BG —»BK. We get a diagram

bg;
BqG

- bg;

BK£
BqK

ff;

Notice that both qG and qx are rationally equivalences. Thus we get

77*(QZ ; ZA)® Q s 77*(QZ ; ZA)® Q .
Because all spaces are p-completed, we can assume that aG and a* are finite
abelian p-groups.
We need a refinement of the splitting in Proposition 5.3. By that proposition,
G = G x G", such that G" = G" x T, a product of a simply-connected Lie
group G" and a torus F, has the same p-type as K. The extension map /
factors over f" : BG"; x FFA -> FFA . Up to permutations and equivalences
/" ~ TTipr' x AT, n £ z;. We split G's' = G2 x G3 into a product. G2
collects those factors of G" where r, is a p-adic unit, and G3 the others, i.e.
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G = G x G2 x G3 x T. An Adams operation i//r only exists on F77A, 77
a compact connected Lie group, if r is a p-adic unit or if p is coprime to
the order of WH [29, 30, 8]. Therefore, the composition aG —>G —>G3 is
constant.
Because K has the same p-type as G" , we get an analogous splitting K =
K2 x K3 x T, and an —*K -> K3 is also constant. This yields a commutative
diagram

bg;

-^

bg;xbg2;xbg3;xbt¿

-^

bg;

b(gxg2xT/aG);xbg3;
Bpr

Bpr

BG2; x BG3; x BT£

Ä

B(G2 x T/aG); x BG3;

BK£ = BK2; x BK3; x BT£ -^

B(K2 x T/aK)$ x BK3;

.

The map f" ~ /'" x f3, where
/'" s* Bp; : B(G2 x T); - B(K2 x r)A
is induced by a homomorphism p : G2 x T —>K2 x T, and where f3 is a
product of Adams operations. The map /" exists according to a result of [20].
We have an anologous splitting of /", namely /" ~ /'" x f3, where

/'" ~ BP; : B((G2 x T)/aG); - B((K2 x T)/aK);
is induced by a homomorphism p : (G2x T)/aG -* (K2 x T)/ax.
that
Z ~ Bker(popr);
xF ,

This implies

(Proposition 5.3) and therefore that
Z ~Bker(popr);

xF .

Here, ker( ) denotes the kernel of a homomorphism, and F is a product of
special Adams fibers of p-type, in particuliar the homotopy fiber of f3.
For later purpose, we observe that, for a homomorphism a : Y —»F between
two compact connected Lie groups, ker(a) fits into an exact sequence
kere(oj) -+ ker(a) -y 7c0(ker(a)) ,

where kere( ) denotes the component of the unit. The group ?io(ker(a)) is
abelian and acts trivially on kere(a). This is obviously true for products of a
simply-connected Lie group and a torus, and therefore, using universal finite
coverings, also true in the general case. Hence, Fkere(a) and Fker(a) are
rationally homotopy equivalent. In the above situation, ?To(ker(p° pr)) is an
abelian p-group and kere(popr) = G'/(aG n G).
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If 77*(QZ ; Fp) is finite, Adams fibers of p-type cannot occur (Proposition
5.2). This finishes the proof of part (1).
To prove the second statement, that is the uncompleted version, we also pass
to universal finite coverings, yielding a diagram

BG f
BqG

BK
BqK

BG

BK .

We also have a splitting G = G'xG", where f\BG> is nullhomotopic, and where
/ factors over a rational equivalence f" : BG" —yBK. In fact, f" is a modp
equivalence for almost all primes. Because BK and BK are simply-connected,
completion maintains the fibrations [4]. By the proof of (1), the rationalisation
Zq is equivalent to BG'/(aG n G')q, and ZA ~ Fr(p) x F(p), where F(p)
a product of special Adams fibers of p-type, and where Y(p) is a compact
Lie group. Moreover, there exists a finite abelian p-group n(p) and an exact
sequence G'/(SpaG n G') -* Y(p) ~* n(p), where SpaG denote the p-Sylow
subgroup. Using the arithmétique square and the fact that the rationalisations
of Bn(p) and F(p) are trivial, one can show that Z ^ Z' x F. Here F
is a product of special Adams fibers and Z' is the total space of a fibration
B(G'/(aG n G')) -y Z' -> Bn, where n is a finite abelian group. By [18], this
implies that Z' is the classifying space of a compact Lie group.
If QZ is equivalent to a finite CW-complex, Adams fibers cannot occur

(Proposition 5.2 (4)). This finishes the proof. D
6. Retracts

of classifying

spaces

In this section we prove Theorem 5. As a remark, it will be shown that the
Lie group K in Theorem 5 need not be a subgroup of G.

Proof of Theorem 5. Let aG —yG —>G be a universal finite covering of the
compact connected Lie group G. If X is a retract of BG, an argument similar
to the one used in the proof of the main theorem of [10] shows that one can
find a retract X of BG :
Bax -►
BaG -►
Bax

BG

X

-►

BG -►

X

where the composite r • i is homotopy equivalent to the identity map. Along
the line of the proof again, one can show that for any prime p there is a simplyconnected Lie group K(p) which is a product of some factor subgroups of G
such that XpA~ BK(p); .

fibrations

of classifying

SPACES
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First we claim that X has a maximal torus in the sense of [25] or [21].
The composite map /' • r\BT~
:BT~^
BG is of form Bp for a homomorphism
G
t/

p : F~ —vG [16]. We can show that the homotopy fibre of the map r\Bp(T~)-* X
is a retract of the finite CW-complex G/T~ and hence homotopy equivalent
to a finite CW-complex. Since p(T~) is a retract of T~, the monomorphism

77*(X; Q) -+ H*(Bp(T~) ; Q) is finite. Hence rank(X) = rank(p(F~)).
Next we claim that the space X has a genus type of BK(2). We see that

77*(X; QA)S H*(BK(p); QA)£ H*(BT(p); QA)»Wrt)
for any p . Here F(p) is a maximal torus of F(p).
the one used in the proof of Theorem 1 (2) implies

An argument similar to

XpA~FF(p);~FF(2)P
for p odd. If K = K(2), then X ~ BK. We now have a fibration Bax -*
BK -» X. Let / be the map Bax -* BK, and let Spax be the p-Sylow
subgroup of the finite abelian group ax . Notice that BSpax -* FFA -* Xa is
a fibration. Since Spax is a p-group, there is a monomorphism ip : Spax -* K
such that fp ~ (Bip);. Theorem 4 shows Zp(5pa;r) is central in K. Consequently, the map / : Bax -* BK factorizes over an homotopy equivalence

X ~ BK if K = K/ax . D
Remark. There are compact connected semisimple Lie groups K and G which
satisfy the following:
(1) BK is a retract of BG.
(2) K is not a subgroup of G.
The following is such an example. Let K = SU(n) and G = SU(n) x SU(n).
The center of the special unitary group SU(n) is isomorphic to Z/n, and
consists of the scalar matrices

[

•-.

]

withC" = l

For a positive integer k, let n^ : Z/k —yG be the monomorphism as follows:

Hc--c)"_rj
Now we define G = G/nk(Z/n) and F = F/Z/« = PSU(n). When A;is prime
to n\, we have the commutative diagram

^

i

J^t

BG

I

FF —í—* BG
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where ipk is an unstable Adams operation and / is the induced map. If
q : BG -» BK is the projection to the first factor subgroup of G, then q •
(idxy/k) ~ id. Thus BK is a retract of BG. However, F is not a subgroup

of G if k ¿ 1.
7. Appendix
This section contains some results about mapping spaces of classifying spaces
of compact Lie groups needed in the proofs of the main results.
For F = Z or F = ZA we denote by XR the space X itself or the p-adic
completion of X respectively.

Proposition 7.1. Let R = Z or R = z;. Let G = Gs x Tx and K = Ks x
T2 be products of a simply-connected compact Lie group and a torus. Let f :

BGR -> BKR be a map such that f* : H*(BKR; F) <g>
Q -►H*(BGR;R)®Q is
a monomorphism. Then we can find two subgroups G and G" of G satisfying

thefollowing:
(1) G = G'xG"
(2) G and G" are also products of a simply-connected Lie group and a
torus.
(3) The restriction f\BG» is nullhomotopic so that f factors over f :
BG'R^BKR.

(4) /'* : H*(BKR; F) ® Q -►H*(BG'R;R)®Q isa monomorphism.
(5) G' and K have the same rank.

If f* has a left inverse as a map between algebras, then f* is an isomorphism.
Corollary 7.2. Let G be a product of a simply-connected compact Lie group and
a torus, and let 77 and K be (arbitrary) connected compact Lie groups.

(1) Anyfibration of the form (BH); -> (BG); —>(BK); is,fibre homotopically trivial.
(2) Any (integral)fibration of the form BH —yBG -» BK is fibre homotopically trivial.
Proof. The Serre spectral sequence for rational cohomology of the fibration
(completed or uncompleted) collapses since everything is concentrated in
even degrees. This implies, using the notations from Proposition 7.1, that

(H*(BKR; F) ® Q) ® (H*(BHR; R) ® Q) S H*(BGR;R)®Q.

Hence the

maps BHR -» BG'R and BG'R -* BKR are rationally equivalences. Both
maps can have only a finite kernel. The first map makes H*(BH; Z/p) a
finitely generated module over the ring H*(BG" ; Z/p). By [23] this implies
that BHR -* BG'R has a trivial kernel and it is therefore an equivalence. This
shows that the fibration is trivial. D
The proof of Proposition 7.1 is based on the following lemma:

Lemma 7.3. Let F be afield of characteristic zero, let W = FT,W¡ be a finite
product of finite groups Wit I < i < n, and let each M¡ be an irreducible
F[W{]-module. Then, Af:=©,Âr,
is a direct sum of irreducible F[W]-modules
and, for every F[W]-submodule N c M, there exists a subset J c {1, ..., n)
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such that N maps onto 0;€-/ Mj, and that the projection N c M —yM¡ is

trivialfor i &J. In particuliar, N = 0;€/ Mj.
Proof. Obviously, each M¡ is an irreducible H^-module. Notice that N splits
into irreducible F[JF]-modules Nj i.e., N = QjNj. The composition N c
M -y M, is either trivial or an epimorphism so that each summand Nj is
isomorphic to a summand Af¿.. The action of W on M can be described by
diagonal matrices D(wx, ... , wn) for w¡ e W¡, and the map 0; Nj -» 07 Mi¡
by a matrix <P= (<j>j,¡).We will show that <ï>is an isomorphism. Let Nj be
a summand on which a factor group Wio acts nontrivially. Then the map
Ni —y0 •M¡j satisfies the following: For any it?, E Wi (I < i < n), there is
wio e Wk such that
iwx

\

w2

(<t>j,l\

>\

<t>j,2
Wi.-

\

w

W«/

J

If, for k ^ i0, <t>j,kis nontrivial, then wio = §. lk'Wk- (f>jtk for all wk E Wk
and w¡QE Wio, which is a contradiction. Therefore, <pj,k = 0 for k ^ in and
4>j,i0is an isomorphism. Moreover i> is a square matrix. In particuliar, it is a
monomial matrix, i.e., every row and every column have exactly one nontrivial
entry, which is an isomorphism. This finishes the proof. D

Proof of Proposition 7.1. First we assume that G = Gs and K = Ks, i.e., G

and K are simply connected. Let G = FTG, and F = FTF; be the splitting
into simple simply-connected Lie group. By [16] or [21], the map / lifts to
a map fr '• (BTG)R —>(BTk)r between the classifying spaces of the maximal
tori. Moreover, by [1] there exists a homomorphism WG—►
WK such that the
induced map

fí : H*((BTK)R;R)®Q^

H*((BTG)R;R)®Q

is ffc-equivariant. The isomorphism

H2((BTG)R; F) ® Q S 0 H2((BTGi)R;R)®Q
is a splitting into irreducible QJ?[li'G]-modules of the form as assumed in Lemma
7.3. Thus there exists a splitting G = G x G" such that
H2((BTK)R ;R)®Q^

H2((BTG,)R ; F) ® Q ,

i.e., G' and F have the same rank, and f\BG» is trivial in 77*( ; F) ® Qcohomology and therefore nullhomotopic [12]. By a standard trick we can divide out BG" (e.g., see [9]), i.e., / factors over a map /' : BG'R -* BKR.
The induced map in H* ( ; F) ® Q-cohomology is still a monomorphism and
has a left inverse as algebra map if f* does. Because both polynomial rings
H*(BG'R ; R) ® Q and H*(BHR ; F) ® Q have the same transcendence degree
over QÄ, the homomorphism /'* is an isomorphism.
Now we consider the general case, i.e., G = GsxTx and K = KsxT2. Then

/ ~ fs x fT, where fs : BGsR -> BKsR and fT : BTXR-+ BT2R. This follows
from the proof of [19, Theorem 16.2], which is the uncompleted version of
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Proposition 7.1 for self-maps. The same arguments is also applicable in our case.

Notice that both H*(f; F)®Q and H*(fT; F)®Q are monomorphisms. Thus
Gs = G's x G" splits into two groups with the desired properties. By similiar
arguments, Tx splits into a product of two tori with the same properties. This

finishes the proof. D
The following proposition as well as the proof was pointed out to the second

author by G. Mislin.
Proposition 7.4. Let V be an elementary abelian p-group and G a compact Lie
group. Then, for any homomorphism p : V ^> G,

(map(BV, BG)Bp); ~ map(FF, BG;)Bp.
Proof. By [13, 3.4.5] or [7], BCG(p); -y (map(FF, BG)Bp); is a homotopy
equivalence. The classifying space BG is p-good in the sense of [4], By [13,
3.3.2 and 3.4.3], the mapping space map(BV, BG;)Bp is p-complete, and
BCG(p); —>map(BV, BG;)Bp is a homotopy equivalence. D
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